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1.      (a)     Average/mean mass of (1) atom(s) (of an element)
1
1/12 mass of one atom of 12C
Accept answer in words
Can have top line × 12 instead of bottom line ÷ 12
1
OR
(Average) mass of one mole of atoms
1/12 mass of one mole of 12C
OR
(Weighted) average mass of all the isotopes
1/12 mass of one atom of 12C
OR
Average mass of an atom/isotope compared to C-12
on a scale in which an atom of C-12 has a mass of 12
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Allow 95.12 + 4.88 instead of 100
1
= 14.05
If not to 2 d.p. then lose last mark
Not 14.04
1
(b)     15N is heavier/15N has a bigger m/z/different m/z values
Not different no’s of neutrons
Not ionisation potential
1
voltage/electric current
1
(c)     No difference
1
Same no of electrons (in outer orbital/shell/sub shell)/same
electron configuration
M2 dependent on M1
Not just electrons determine chemical properties
Ignore protons
1
[8]


2.      (a)     Krypton was thought to be an inert gas
		(or has 8 electrons in outer shell)
1
(f)      (i)      Krypton has more protons than bromine
1
But its outer electrons are in the same shell
(or have similar shielding)
1
(ii)     Al electron is in a 3p orbital, magnesium in 3s
1
         Energy of 3p is greater than 3s
1
[5]

3.        Li3N / NLi3
1
 [1]

4.             Smaller
Chemical error if not smaller, CE = 0/3
If blank mark on.
1
Bigger nuclear charge / more protons in Sr
Not bigger nucleus.
1

Similar/same shielding
QWC
(Outer) electron entering same shell/sub shell/orbital/same number of shells.
Do not allow incorrect orbital.
1
[3]

5.      (a)     Answer refers to Na;
Allow converse answers relating to Mg.
          Na fewer protons/smaller nuclear charge/ fewer delocalised electrons;
Allow Mg is 2+ and Na is +.
If vdw CE = 0.
1
          Na is a bigger ion/ atom;
1
          Smaller attraction between nucleus and delocalised electrons;
If mentioned that charge density of Mg2+ is greater then allow first 2 marks.
(ie charge / size / attraction).
M3 allow weaker metallic bonding.
1
(b)     (Bent) shape showing 2 lone pairs + 2N−H bond pairs;
Atoms must be labelled.
Lone pairs can be with or without lobes.
1
          Bent / v shape/ triangular;
Not tetrahedral.
Allow non-linear.
Bent-linear = contradiction.
1

(c)      Ne has full sub-levels/ can’t get any more electrons in the sub-levels/
Ne has full shells;
Not 2s2 2p6 alone.
Not stable electron configuration.
1
[6]



6.      (a)     (i)      Metallic
Allow body centred cubic
1
(ii)     
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One mark for regular arrangement of particles. Can have a space between them
Do not allow hexagonal arrangement
1
OR
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Na+ Na+ Na+
Na+ Na+ Na+
One mark for + in each
Ignore electrons
If it looks like ionic bonding then CE = 0/2
1
(b)     (i)      Ionic
CE = 0 for (b)(i) and (b)(ii) if not ionic
1
(ii)     Strong (electrostatic) attraction
Any mention of IMF or molecules / metallic / covalent in (b)(ii) then CE 0/2
1
Between oppositely charged ions / particles
Or + and – ions
1
(c)     Iodide / I– bigger (ion) (so less attraction to the Na+ ion)
Need comparison
Do not allow iodine is a bigger atom
Ignore I- has one more c– shell
CE = 0 if IMF / covalent / metallic mentioned
1
[7]
 


7.      (a)     (i)      1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 (1)
Allow subscripted electron numbers
(ii)     p (block) (1)
Allow upper or lower case ‘s’ and ‘p’ in (a)(i) and (a)(ii)
2
(b)     Lattice of metal / +ve ions/ cations / atoms (1)
Not +ve nuclei/centres
Accept regular array/close packed/tightly packed/uniformly arranged
          (Surrounded by) delocalised electrons (1)
Note: Description as a ‘giant ionic lattice’ = CE
2

(c)     Greater nuclear or ionic charge or more protons (1)
          Smaller atoms / ions (1)
Accept greater charge density for either M1 or M2
          More delocalised electrons / e– in sea of e– / free e– (1)
          Stronger attraction between ions and delocalised / free electrons etc. (1)
Max 3
Note: ‘intermolecular attraction/ forces’ or covalent molecules = CE
Accept stronger ‘electrostatic attraction’ if phrase prescribed elsewhere
Ignore references to m/z values
If Mg or Na compared to Al, rather than to each other, then: Max 2
Treat description that is effectively one for Ionisation Energy as a ‘contradiction’
3
(d)     (Delocalised) electrons (1)
          Move / flow in a given direction (idea of moving non-randomly)
or under the influence applied pd   QoL mark   (1)
Allow ‘flow through metal’
Not: ‘Carry the charge’; ‘along the layers’; ‘move through the metal’
2
[9]


8.          
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Mark M1 – M5 independently
M1 for 5 bond pairs around As
Do not penalise A for As or Fl for F
1
trigonal/triangular bipyramid(al)
Allow trigonal dipyramid
1
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M3 for 2 bond pairs to F and 2 lone pairs
Lone pairs can be shown as lobes with or without electrons or as xx or
  x   
  x
1
Bent/V shape/non-linear/triangular/angular
Bent-linear = contradiction
Do not allow trigonal
1
104° – 106°
1
(For candidates who thought this was CIF2+ which contained iodine allow
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Trigonal/triangular planar
Not just triangular
120°
[5]


9.     (a)     Hydrogen bonding (full name)
1
Diagram shows at least one δ+H and at least one δ–F
(If full charges shown, M2 = 0)
1
3 lone pairs shown on at least one fluorine atom
H-bond indicated, between H and a lone pair on F
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(If atoms not identified, zero for diag)
(‘Fl’ for fluorine - mark to Max 2)
(Max 1 if only one HF molecule shown, or HCl shown)
1
          Dipole results from electronegativity difference or values quoted
(‘difference’ may be inferred)
(Allow explanation – e.g. F attracts bonding electrons more strongly than H)
1
          QoL  Fluorine more/very electronegative or iodine less electronegative
or electronegativity difference too small in HI
Comparison required, may be implied.
1
          HI dipole weaker or bonding e– more equally shared  -  wtte
1
(b)     NaCl is ionic (lattice)
(Treat atoms/molecules as a contradiction)
(Accept ‘cubic lattice’)
1
          Diamond is macromolecular/giant covalent/giant atomic/giant molecular
(NOT molecular or tetrahedral)
(Ionic/van der Waals’ = CE = 0)
1
          (Many) covalent/C-C bonds need to be broken / overcome
(NOT just ‘weakened’ etc.)
(‘Covalent’ may be inferred from diagram)
(Treat diagram of graphite (without one of diamond) as a
contradiction – lose M2 but allow M3/M4])
2
          Which takes much energy or covalent bonds are strong
(References to van Der Waals’ bonds breaking lose M3/M4)
1
[11]
 
10.    (a)     (i)      Covalent (1)
(ii)     Co-ordinate (1) (or dative)
(iii)     Both / two / pair electrons come from nitrogen (1)
(iv)    4 bonding / electron pairs (1)
         repel equally (1) 
OR are identical
         as far apart as possible (1)
OR to position of minimum repulsion
         tetrahedron (1)
7

(b)     Power (or ability) of an element / atom to attract electron pair/electrons/
an electron/electron density (1)
          in a covalent bond (1)
Allow attract from, withdraw in, do not allow remove
from, withdraw from.
2
(c)     (i)      Electron deficient (1)
Or small, slight, partial positive charge
(ii)     H < N (1)
2
[11]

11.    (a)     Macromolecular/giant covalent/giant molecular/giant atomic
If IMF/H-bonds/Ionic/metallic CE = 0/3
covalent bond between molecules CE = 0/3
If giant unqualified M1 = 0 but mark on
1
Many/strong covalent bonds
M2 and M3 can only be scored if covalent mentioned in answer
Ignore metalloid and carbon
Ignore bp
1
Bonds must be broken/overcome
Ignore numbers of bonds and references to energy
1
(b)     (Simple) molecular
QoL
Do not allow simple covalent for M1
Giant covalent/ionic/metallic, CE = 0
If breaking covalent bonds CE= 0/3
1
S bigger molecule (than P) or S8 and P4 references
QoL
Allow more electrons in sulfur molecule or S8
Do not allow S is bigger then P
Allow S molecule has a bigger Mr
Do not allow contradictions
1
So more/stronger van der Waals’ forces (to be broken or overcome)
Not just more energy to break
1
(c)     Regular arrangement of minimum of 6 particles in
minimum of 2 rows
Ignore e–
Do not allow ring arrangements OR structures bonded with electrons
1
+ charge in each one (of 6)
Allow +, (1+, 2+ or 3+) in ions/or in words
1
Rows/planes/sheets/layers (of atoms/ions) can slide (owtte)
over one another
M3 independent
If ionic bonding/molecules/IMF/vdw/covalent, penalise M3
Ignore layers of electrons sliding
1
 [9]
 
12.   (a)     Giant covalent / giant molecular / macromolecular
Not giant alone.
Not covalent alone.
1
(b)      Shared pair of electrons / one electron from each C atom
1
(c)      No delocalised / free / mobile electrons
Allow all (outer) electrons involved in (covalent) bonds.
Ignore ions.
1
(d)      CH
Allow HC
C and H must be capital letters.
1
[4]
 
13.	A
[1]

